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PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
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'i. During 1974 and 1975 magnetoteIluric measurements were made at 13 locations along 

~. .. 

lines perpendicular and parallel to the strike of the conductivity anomaly in the Southern 
Uplands of Scotland. At each station data in the 10-1200 second period band were recorded 
and at 9 of them longer period variations were also obtained. Observations from four stations 
along a NW -SE traverse have been analysed using auto and cross spectral techniques. The 
results confirm the existence of an anomaly in this region and appear to suggest that its base is 
deeper to the NW and SE.: 

Following earlier studies which have indicated the existence of an 
electrical conductivity anomaly in the southern uplands of Scotland [2, 3, 4] 
magnetotelluric and geomagnetic deep sounding studies have been under
taken at thirteen sites in this region. These are indicated by crosses in Fig. 1. 
At all the sites, 3 components of the magnetic field and 2 horizontal components 
of the telluric field were recorded in the period range 10 to 1200 seconds. At 8 
of them, a long period recording system - 200 seconds to 24 hours - was 
also operated. 

The processing of the data from all these stations is now almost complete 
and will be published in due course. In this note, some results from the three 
stations FTH, NEW and TOW which span the suggested strike of the anomaly 
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Fig. 1. The location of the MT measuring sites 
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are presented. For each of these stations, seven data sections have been 
manually digitised. Following the method of REDDY and RANKIN [5] major 
and minor apparent resistivities and phases have been computed from the 
ZXY impedance tensor elements rotated to indirections which maximise the 
partial coherence function Y~D.H. (Y;3.1 in REDDY and RANKIN'S notation). 
Figs 2( a) - (c) show the resulting variation with period of the collated rotated 
major apparent resistivity data - amplitudes and phases - after rigorous 
rejection criteria have been applied. 
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Fig. 2. The variation with period of the average rotated major apparent reSlstlvltles and 
phases at (a) FTH (b) NEW and (e) TOW. The error bars indicate the spread of the individual 

estimates 
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Fig. 3. a) The amplitude and phase of the rotated major apparent resistivity versus period 
curves for NEW. b) The amplitude and phase of the rotated minor apparent resistivity versus 
period curves for NEW. c) The variation with period of: (i) the azimuth of the rotated major 
apparent resistivity axis at NEW; (ii) the skew factor at NEW; (iii) the logarithm of the 

anisotropy ratio AR at NEW where All = (!XY/(!YX 

There is a significant difference in the form of the apparent resistivity 
data at the extreme stations of FTH and TOW and that at the intermediate 
station of NEW. The apparent resistivity is less than 100 Q m for periods 
below 1000 seconds at both FTH and TOW while at NEW the apparent 
resistivity is greater than 100 Q m for the whole period range. Comparison of 
the major and minor apparent resistivities at these stations shows another 
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aspect in which the results at the extreme stations differs from those at inter
mediate stations such as NEW. The NEW data are relatively isotropic - Figs 
3(a) and 3(b) - while those from FTH and TOW (not illustrated here) exhibit 
anisotropic behaviour. Thus while a I-dimensional interpretation of the M-T 
data from the three stations might indicate that the top interface of the 
resistive substratum is at a greater depth under TOW and FTH than under 
NEW, 2-dimensional modelling of the results might later show that the data 
at FTH and TOW are distorted significantly by lateral conductivity inhomo
geneities. 

The similarity of the major and minor apparent resistivity versus period 
curves at NEW justifies the assumption of an approximately I-dimensional 
conductivity structure under this station, as does the low skew factor for the 
whole period range and the anisotropy ratio, AR, of almost unity at all periods 
- Fig. 3(c). For the interpretation of the NEW data JAIN and WILSON'S 
model A for Eskdalemuir was used as a first model and by manual iteration 
several models giving better agreement between observed and theoretical 
apparent resistivity amplitudes and phases were obtained. All the models 
which satisfied both the amplitude and the phase data required a good con
ductor (about 40 Q m) at lower crustal depths. Inversion of the data from this 
station [6] has shown more generally that the class of models which fit the 
NEW observations suggests that there is a region of high conductivity with 
its top interface at a depth in the range 20-40 km. It is interesting to note 
that an anomalous seismic layer appears to exist in the region of this proposed 
lower crustal conductor [1]. 
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MArHHTOTEflflYPM4ECKOE HCCflE~OBAHME 3CK~AflEMYHP AHOMAflMM 

npE~BAPHTEflbHbIE PE3YflbTATbl 

A. r. .r:oKOHC-B.P.C. XYTTOH 
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115 

B TeqeHl111 1974-75 rr. npOBeJlI1 MarHI1ToTeJlJlYHQeCKl1e H3MeHeHH~ Ha 13 CTaHI.\I1~X 
napaJlJleJlbHO C npOCTHpaHHeM aHOMaJll111 npOBop,HMOCTH IO)f(HOM B03BblllleHHOCTI1 lliKOTJlaH
)l;I1H 11 B)l;OJlb nepneHp,I1KyJl~pHbIX K HI1M JlI1HI1I1. Ha l(a)f(p,OM CTaHl\1111 perl1CTpl1pOBaJlH )l;aHHble, 
HaXOp,Hll\l1eCH B OOJlaCTH 10- 1200 MI1H. 11 Ha 9 CTaHl\I1HX nOJlYQl1Jm p,aHHble, OTHOC~ll\l1eCH K 
)l;JlI1HHOnepI10p,HbIM 113MeHeHI1~M. HaOJlIOp,eHH~, rrpoBep,eHHble Bp,OJlb rrpoqJl1J1~ C3-IOB-ro 
HanpaBnemm, aHaJlH3HpOBaJll1 C nOMOll\bIO aBTO- H nOrrepe'lHOCrrel(TpaJlbHOM TeXHI1I(I1. Pe3YJlb
TaThI YKperrJl~IOT HaJlH'IHe aHOMaJlHH Ha 3TOM Teppl1TOpHI1 11 Yl(a3bIBaIOT, '1TO ec OCHOBa Ha
XO)l;HTC~ Ha C3-p,e 11 IOB-Ke B rJlOHHe. 
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